Malignancy: Myeloma - the Elusive Cure.
Myeloma accounts for 1% of all malignancies and is characterised by the malignant expansion of plasma cells. It is essentially incurable with a median survival of 6 months untreated. Typically disseminated at presentation, myeloma requires systemic therapy, in those patients with advanced or progressive disease. Of single agent therapies, oral mephalan remains the gold standard, either alone or in combination with steroids. 40% will respond with an increase in median survival from under 1 year to around 36 months. Combination chemotherapy produces an advantage in remission induction but no clear benefit for either survival or remission duration has been shown over standard melphalan and prednisolone. Significant melphalan dose escalation produces increased response rates and increased complete remission rates, however at the expense of increased toxicity. This has been ameliorated to an extent using stem cell support, however, although autografting may be superior to conventional chemotherapy it is not a curative treatment and modifications such as purging or tandem procedures remain to be fully evaluated. Allogeneic transplantation is only an option in a tiny minority of patients and has a high treatment-related mortality. Interferon alpha may improve the relapse free survival but has little effect on overall survival as the majority of patients will relapse. Experimental approaches, such as P-gp inhibition or thalidomide, are appropriate in this poor prognosis group. In many patients palliative care remains the only therapeutic option and close attention should be therefore paid to the prevention and treatment of renal failure, anaemia, infection, hypercalcaemia and bone disease.